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TRANSLATION
“Heaven Can Wait”
Bottega Veneta introduces an artist edition of 25 boxes that capture "
the universe in precious metals, mother-of-pearl, and leather

Suddenly the sky opens up, infinite vastness reflects in black varnish,
mother-of-pearl bubbles foam up, the milky way begins to shine - one
star over here, another one over there - planets circle, and asteroids
travel along their trajectory. Light years turn into moments, and the
fingertips touch gleaming moon rocks.
These are magical boxes that Nancy Lorenz created for Bottega
Veneta. Each of them is unique. An extraordinary line of 25 handmade leather and suede boxes from the workshops of the traditional
Italian company. Their lids were designed by the New York artist out of
silver, white gold, palladium, or moon gold leaf; some of them layer by
layer out of mother-of-pearl inlays, complete with cracks and
occasional traces that burst open in the mirror of smooth metals and
resin varnish like rock fissures or subterranean rivers and direct the
glance into mysterious depths. These are works that render Nancy
Lorenz’s experiences with Japanese artisan craftwork visible, as
well as her thorough understanding for the abstraction of
the post-war period.
“I appreciate her textural work and overall artistic sensibility,” Tomas
Maier says, “and I am delighted to work with her again on this unique
project after the ‘Botanical’ and the ‘Lunar Landscapes’ collections
ten years ago.” “Skies and Beyond” is the title of this collector’s
edition. A suggestive allusion to the potential content: jewelry or
memorabilia, letters, and other small treasures - the personal universe
in a box. - SH
Collector’s objects:!
Tomas Maier (on the right) and artist Nancy Lorenz (at the top right) are
presenting the boxes (at the top, 28 x 20 x 10.5cm, € 5,000) of the “Skies
and Beyond” collection at this year’s Salone del mobile in Milan.

